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Figure S1: Snapshots of (a) 1coi alpha helix and (b) keratin unfolding. For both alpha-helical proteins, unfolding can initiate at either terminus or in the middle of the helix. During unfolding, helical repeats may reorient, increasing the angle between individual hydrogen bonds and the pulling direction. When fully extended, individual keratin segments form hydrogen bonds together (alpha-beta transition). Snapshots are taken at intervals: 1.7 ns, 2.2 ns, 2.6 ns, 3.6 ns, 4.2 ns for the 1coi alpha helix, and at intervals: 1.5 ns, 7.5 ns, 8.0 ns, 12.5 ns, 17.5 ns for keratin.
Figure S2: Snapshots of (a) CsgA and (b) CsgB unfolding. During unfolding, the helix core of both CsgA and CsgB proteins reorients to align either pulled end along with the pulling direction. Terminal hydrogen bonds break first and move toward the center of the protein. During reorientation, the helix core can rotate, causing backbone hydrogen bonds to reach near orthogonal angles with the applied force. Snapshots are taken at intervals: 7.1 ns, 14.6 ns, 27.1 ns, 29.5 ns, 34.5 ns for CsgA, and at intervals: 8.2 ns, 17.9 ns, 23.4 ns, 27.5 ns, 38.0 ns for CsgB.

**Single Alpha Helix Unfolding and Size Dependence**

In addition to the keratin dimer and the 1coi helix of the coiled coil, single alpha helices from keratin and vimentin were unfolded. This was done using the same simulation conditions as listed in the Methods section, and the PDB IDs used were “1coi” (single helix from coiled coil), “3klt” (vimentin), and “3tnu” (keratin). Visualizations of each protein are shown in Figure S3. One single vimentin helix is shown, although there are four helical segments.
For the proteins studied, there is an expected linear increase in work with increasing protein length as shown in Figure S4a. However, even when normalizing the work to unfold by the extended protein length or by number of residues, a trend still exists where longer helices require more work to unfold per unit length (Fig S4b) or per residue (Fig S4c).

Figure S4. Work (a) and normalized work (b) plotted versus extended length, and normalized work plotted versus number of residues (c) for single alpha-helices.

To investigate cooperative effects of coiled alpha helices during unfolding, we compare the dimer keratin helices with single keratin helices. If the work to unfold both helices as a dimer assembly is equivalent to the sum of each helix alone, this would indicate that no synergistic effect occurs to help resist unfolding. However, if the work to unfold both helices together is
larger than the sum of the parts, keratin dimers may utilize cooperative resistance against unfolding. Because the defined end of unfolding in this study occurs before hydrogen bonds can occur across adjacent helix segments, the alpha-beta transition is not considered, and the expected synergistic effects would be reduced. Indeed, the sum of both keratin segments in all possible combinations resulted in total work values in two trials that were higher than the lowest work trial of unfolding keratin dimers. All other dimer trials required a work to unfold higher than all summed single helix trials. This indicates that even without the alpha-beta transition, slight cooperative effects are seen between adjacent keratin dimers possibly arising from sterically blocking competing water molecules from the backbone.

**Figure S5**
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Figure S5. Work to unfold keratin dimers (left) and the total work to unfold both keratin segments independently (right). Only one trial unfolding a keratin dimer (third/middle trial) required less work than any single keratin helix sums.

**Velocity Dependence of Work to Unfold**

Explicit unfolding simulations were conducted at additional velocities for CsgA and keratin. The remaining proteins were omitted to minimize computational cost. Three trials at v = 2.5 m/s and 5 m/s were conducted for both CsgA and keratin.

Strain-rate dependence of mechanical unfolding has been oft noted in previous studies, agreeing with our findings. The work to unfold increases with unfolding velocity, as viscous drag forces increase with velocity and fast unfolding rates above the timescale to adequately observe effects from surrounding water molecules and hydrogen bond dynamics will sample stiffer systems\(^1\). Previous studies have found the slope of the rate dependence on unfolding force to vary between different proteins and this slope can be used to obtain the width of the unfolding potential\(^3\). Also in slower regimes, multiple hydrogen bonds will break concurrently while faster rates will incur hydrogen bond breaking in serial\(^4\). We see the total work to unfold increase for both CsgA and keratin from 1 to 5 m/s. Linear fits to mean work to unfold at each velocity yield slopes of 740 kcal/mol/m/s for CsgA and 666 kcal/mol/m/s for keratin, indicating differing velocity dependence of work to unfold for both proteins.
Figure S6
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Figure S6. Work vs. Velocity at 1 to 5 m/s for CsgA (a), keratin (b).

**Velocity vs. Strain Rate during Unfolding**

Beta-helices can extend to much larger strains than alpha helices due to hidden length within beta-strands. Therefore, at the same velocity, alpha helices are deformed at a higher strain rate than beta-helices. Based on initial lengths, a pulling velocity of 1 nm/ns (1 m/s) yields a strain rate of 0.4 ns⁻¹ for CsgA and 0.1 ns⁻¹ for keratin. Keratin achieves a strain rate of 0.4 ns⁻¹ at a pulling rate of 5 m/s to be comparable with CsgA. In this case, keratin requires over three times the amount of work needed (3977 kcal/mol) to unfold CsgA (1129 kcal/mol) at an equivalent strain rate (1 m/s). At the same strain rate, work to unfold is higher for CsgA when normalized by backbone N-O hydrogen bonds (29.2 kcal/mol/H-bond for keratin, 34.2 kcal/mol/H-bond for CsgA).

**Mechanism Differences – Hydrogen bond Angle**

To study the impact of geometry during unfolding, we measure the angle between each backbone hydrogen bond and the pulling direction, as seen in the schematic of Fig S7a. The average angle between each backbone hydrogen bond and the pulling direction over the course of the simulation are plotted versus extension in Fig S7c. Differences in angle pattern are apparent: alpha helices have a gentle increase in angle as increasing hydrogen bonds break and fewer bonds remain that are aligned with the pulling direction, increasing the representation of rotated hydrogen bonds. For beta-helices such as CsgA, several peaks in angle occur with increasing peak height during the simulation. Peaks here represent when the helix core has rotated such that beta-strands are parallel with the pulling direction and the backbone hydrogen bonds are orthogonal to the pulling direction. Peak height increases over the course of the simulation as the helix core height is reduced with each subsequent strand unfolded. Due to these geometric differences, the average backbone hydrogen bond angle throughout the entire simulation is higher for beta-helices than alpha helices. This results in larger displacements required to stretch the hydrogen bond past the breaking point, increasing the work needed to unfold.
Figure S7. Difference in angle between backbone hydrogen bonds and applied pulling force. Schematic of angle measured (a) and average angle backbone hydrogen bonds and applied pulling force (b).
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